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ABSTRACT
Eeported are the results of a pilot study which

attempted to determine general patterns of common course content .for
scientists and engineers, and what specific course content would 'Lle
of most value to them. Questionnaires were mailed to biologists,
chemists, physicists, and engineers in nine states. Over two hundred
of these resFondents were personally interviewed. An item analysis
was made for each course in each specialization. Some of the
significant trends noted in the study include: (1) identical courF?.
recommendations for different specializations might involve entirely
different content and emphasis, (2) related specializations did not
always recommend the same topics, (3) mathematicians were generally
less selective than scientists and engineers in judging the
importance of topico, (4) predictions were made for increased use of
computers and applied statistics, and (5) most respondents wanted
courses to integrate theory and applications. (RS)
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SUMMARY

I. The Need for the Study

1

After completion of Phase I of the National Study of Mathematics Requirements
for Scientists and Engineers (NSMRSE), in which course recommendations for 44 spe-
cializations were reported, the need for more definite course content became appar-
ent. With the increased use of mathematics and the recommendations for additional
courses in humanities and liberal arts, the amount of information for a specialist
to learn has increased. Since all topics in mathematics are not useful for all
specialists, it is necessary to determine which of the topics in the mathematics
courses are of the most value and which could be omitted without any great loss.
With this data, revisions can be made in the curricula for scientists and engineers
so that they can have sufficient time to take all the necessary mathematics course:.

II. Objectives

A. To determine general patterns of common course content for biologistrJ,
chemists, engineers, and physicists.

B. To determine the specific mathematics course content in major speciali-
zations which would be the most valuable for scientists and engineers in their
research and/or professional responsiuilities.

C. To determine the most desirable balance between applications and theory
for each course in each specialization and among specializations, including alter-
nate ways of relating theory and modern applications.

D. To determine any new trends in the use of specific mathematics courses or
topics in each specialization and among specializations,

E. To obtain detailed data on mathemecics content so that it car be used as
a foundation for the revision of curricula in the training of scientists and engi-
neers from the technician to the research specialist.

III. Procedures

When Phase I of the National. Study of Mathematics Requirements for Scientists
and Engineers (NSMRSE) was completed, basic mathematics course requirements for
44 different specializations were listed in the final report. Since course recom-
mendations do not indicate specific course content for each course, it became ne-
cessary to initiate a study in which detailed course content for each specializa-
tion would be considered.

Prior to ',Ale implementing of this study, a proposal was prepared and presented
to the Office of Education. After funding was approved, the following format was
initiated.

Mathematical consultants developed detailed course content sheets for the 33
most common mathematics courses indicated by respondents in the 44 different spe-
cializations from Phase I of the NSMRSE. The Board of Advisors was revised to
include representation from more profese.onal organizations which had an interest
in the Oucational aspects.

These courses were sent to the Board of Advisors to obtain their reactions
and suggestions for improvement. Viiits to General Electric, I9 M, DuPont, Westing-
house, and U. S. Steel were made and discussions were held with a number of their
mathematicians, scientist', and engineers. Additional general considerations were
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discussed at two Board meetings in New York City and Washington, D. C. Revised

materials were sent to local colleges, universities, and industry to obtain addi-
tional suggestions for improvements.

In order to keep the number of courses to a minimum and yet obtain satis-
factory information, the decision was made to use only those courses which had
a rating over 40 percent from Phase I recommendations.

After all the improvements were incorporated in the detailed course content
sheets, an initial letter and instruction sheet were drafted and sent to the ad-
visors for suggestions. The final revision was then completed after all suggesteJ
improvements had been received. Refer to Appendix C for sample forms.

During the middle of 0-:tober 1969, the revised materials were sent to 318
respondents from Phase I of the study. Only those respondents from Pennsylvania,
Ohio, Massachusetts, New York, Virginia, Connecticut, Maryland, Delaware. and
the District of Columbia were selected due to the restriction on the wide area
telephone coverage for use in interviews. Rased on the recommendations of the
Board of Advisors and other consultants, the specializations selected for the
study were botany-zoology; genetics; microbiology; pharmacology; biochemistry;
organic chemistry; physical chemistry; elementary particle physics: nuclear phy-
sics; chemical, electrical, mechanical, and metallurgical engineering. The mate-
rials were sent to 90 biologists, 89 chemists, 58 physicists, and 81 engineers.
Telephone call, and returned letters established the fact that 45 could not be
located, 3 were deceased, and 3 'ere from specializations other than those being
considered. Twelve cases were left for experimental purposes in determining the
value of telephoning versus follow-up letters. Of those who did not receive the
follow-up telephone calls, 5 out of 12 returned their forms for a 37 percent re-
turn. After the follow-up letters and telephone calls, 92 percent of those re-
spondents who were located sent in their forms. Thus, the definite advantage of
telephone calls in increasing the percentage response seems to be clearly estab-
lished.

Of those responding by sending in their forms, biologists sent in 99 percent;
chemists, 93 percent; physicists, 8c percent; and engineers, 87 percent. The fact
that such a high return was sent shows that these highly qualified scientists and
engineers are very interested in presenting their recommendations on mathematics
requirements for their specialization. This high degree of interest clearly indi-
cates the value of the study to those who are actively involved in science and en-
gineering.

After most of the forms had been received, the interviewing began. The first
four questions of the interview dealt with information involving suggested improve-
ments in the detailed course content and instruction sheets. The fifth was con-
cerned with what mathematics topics would be most useful in the future. The sixth
question involved potential trends in the particular specialization in the future,
and the seventh question dealt with the proper balance between theory and practice
for each sptcialization.

Over 200 respondents were interviewed. Almost all were exceptionally coopera-
tive end only 7 did not want to be interviewed due to their extremely busy schedule
at that time.

After the data arrived, the information was transferred to data processing
cards and was then analyzed. An item analysis was made for each course for each
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specialization. Ratings of topics were compared among specializations and among
areas in biology, chemistry, physics, and engineering.

IV. Analysis and Conclusions

Analysis of the detailed course content sheets showed a number of very sig-
nificant trends. Due to the large variability in responses of this type, a
greater number of respondents is necessary to determine more valid data. There-
fore, only general results of the pilot study will be reported. Results of
greater valid!ty based on the larger number of respondents will be reported in
the complete study. With the complete study, the significant differences and
similarities among the 44 specializations will be considered.

The most significant trends noted in the pilot study were the following:

(1) IdAntical course recommendations by scientists and engineers in differ-
ent specializations may involve courses with entirely different emphases. For in-
stance, the first-year calculus sequence topic recommendations are much lower for
biologists, biochemists, and organic chemists than those recommended by physicists
and engineers who wanted almost all topics covered. The data from the study pre-
sents significant possibilities for course revisions; however, a much larger sample
is necessary to counterbalance the variability of the respondents.

(2) TL re were a number of significant differences in topic recommendatio,,s
in certain courses among specializations that were closely related.

(3) Many more similarities than dissimilarities in topic recommendations
were noted among the specializations in all related areas of biology, chemistry,
engineering, and physics. Also, there were a large number of similarities in
course content in interdisciplinary specializations.

(4) There was a tendency for mathematicians, both pure and applied, to rate
all topics in mathematics as either important or moderately valuable. Scientists
and engineers were much more selective. This shows a definite distinction between
the mathematical viewpoints of mathematicians and those of scientists and engineers.

The analysis of the previous studies and Phase I of the NSMRSE study shows
that the NSMRSE study was the only research which was directly concerned with the
mathematics course requirements for the major specializations, with the exception
of the geology study (38). In addition, the present pilot study is obtaining data
on detailed mathematical content in 12 different specializations in the areas of
biology, chemistry, physics, and engineering. The highly significant rate of re-
turn of the detailed course content sheets from the selected scientists and engi-
neers shows the wide acceptance of the need for this type of study. This excellent
support from these active research specialicts indicates that this type of study
needs to be considered for all the major specializations so that the benefits of
the information can be used in making necessary changes in curricula. Thus the
proposed study, which would utilize the materials and experiences of the pilot
study, would make an outstanding contribution to scientists and engineers in cur-
ricular °flanges from the technician to the research specialist.



I. The Study

A. The Need for the Study

In the last decade there has been what has been described as a "knowledge ex-
plcsion" in the areas of science, engineering, and mathematics. Vast amounts of

research data have been published in the professional journals and industrial re-
ports. The number of different mathematics courses which are taught in the mathe-
matics departments of colleges and universitites has more than doubled due to the
addition of the new mathematics courses. In the larger universities one can selr'
from well over 100 distinct mathematics courses. The major increase in the numi,(,r

of distinct courses is due to such rew disciplines in mathematics as group theory,
field theory, functional analysis, point set topology, algebraic topology, and the4r
specialized topics which generate additional graduate courses. Due to the time
limitations on the Ph.D. candidate and on those individuals who wish to improve tf,ir
mathematical backgrounds, it is obvious that there is insufficient time to take ail
the courses which might be of some value.

Some answers to the question of what mathematics courses are best for a defin-
ite specialization have been provided with the completion of Phase I of the National
Study of Mathematics Requirements for Scientists and Engineers (NSMRSE), which was
funded by the Office of Education. In this study the basic mathematics requirements
were reported for 44 different specializations. (For more details on this study,
refer to the r,sume on page 8 and to the vinal Report, which is listed in the iibli-
ography.) In addition, reports concerning the appropriate specializations appeared
in professional publications ouch as Science, BioSoience, Federation Proceedings,
Journal of Engineering Education, Journal of Medical Education, and Nuclear News
refer to Appendix A - 20 to 36).

Although this data provided course recommendations which are valuable for sci-
entists and engineers in their different specializations, it did not delineate the
specific mathematics course content for each specialization. Some topics were listed
for each course on the Course Content and Instruction Sheet in the study for the pur-
pose of making certain that all the respondents referred to the same courses. How-
ever, this list of topics was for course identification purposes only; no considera-
tion was given to detailed course content in Phase I.

Due to the increased use of mathematics, as well as the addition of new courses
in mathematics, it is vital to establish the relative alues of the topics in each
course which are useful for each specialization and for more than one specializa-
tion. With this data it can be determined whether the presen+ topics and courses
should remain the same or be altered by adding or deleting the requisite material.
What is needed now for curriculum planning and mathematics course development is a
detailed analysis of the basic mathematics course content by specific topics. This
data will assure that all the necessary mathematics can be considered for inclusion
in appropriate courses for each specialization. Also, it is necessary to determine
what content for mathematics courses is useful for a large number of specializations
so that courses can be devised for technicians as well as research specialists. In
addition to the increased use of mathematics, there have been a number of recommenda-
tions to add more humanities and liberal arts to the already crowded curriculum of
scientists and engineers. These considerations place an even greater stress on the
need for satabilshing suitable mathematics requirements and making certain that only
the more useful mathematics is taught to those in their respective fields of interest.

The detailed analysis based on the considered opinions of a large numter of



qualified specialists provides the best means of identifying the important topics,
applications, and theories for the specializations. While opinions of mathemati-
cians are of value, it would appear that the active research scientist or engineer
is best qualified to judge the topics in mathematics which are useful in solving
his problems. The ideal method for curriculum planning is to obtain basic recom-
mendations for course content in mathematics from a large number of specialists,
and then have the scientists and engineers discuss ways of implementing these
recommendations with mathematicians.

This study is designed to show the relative value of specific topics so that
a better selection can be made for both the specialist and the mathematician pre-
paring to instruct these courses. The selection of the most appropriate topics
will provide him with the topics which he is more likely to use in the future r,ither
than with a random assortment of topics taught in a course without any particu
specifications.

Results of a study of this nature are relative. However, they will provide a
much more reliable guide to valuable course content in mathematics than is available
to specialists and mathematicians at the present time.

In order to prepare for mathematics which will be useful in the future and to
prevent backgrounds in mathematics from becoming obsolete, it is necessary to ask
active research specialists in science and engineering what trends they forsee in
mathematics , the future. The problem of obsolescence in mathematics may not be
too extensive since many active research specialists learn the mathematics on their
own that they need in order to aid them in the solution of their problems or obtain
the assistance of their colleagues. This potential observation was noted in the age
group comparisons (5-year intervals) in Phase I of the NSMRSE. Only minor differ-
ences were observed in the six age groups between 35 and 6 in course recommenda-
tions. However, in some cases those in the lower age groups (the 30-to-34 and the
under-30 age groups) recommended less mathematics. Therefore, it appears that it
takes experience in the Profession or in industry to develop some ideas on what is
most useful in mathematics. However, checking with these research specialist:, for
future mathematics courses will make it easier to anticipate what mathematics will
be of potential value for the next few years.

A number of officials of the major professional organizations have been aware
of the need for more information on mathematical content for their members in biol-
ogy, chemistry, earth sciences, engineering, and physics. Some -r these organiza-
tions are the American Association of Physics Teachers, American ,Aological Insti-
tute, American Institute of Biological Sciences, American Institute of Physics,
American Society for Engineering Education, Federation of American Societies for
Experimental Biology, and the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers.
They have provided much guidance and assistance to the NSMRSE in obtaining these
goals (refer to Appendix B).

The development of curricula which involve new courses and materials in mathe-
matics for specializations should be preceded by an analysis of detailed mathemati-
cal course content to be of maximum effectiveness since all curricular revision
should be based on a foundation of what is most valuable and necessary for each
specialization. Thus, Phase II of the NSMRSE will be primarily concerned with de-
termining these relevant topics in mathematics for each specialization and among
specializations. This information will provide the proper foundation of data for
Phase III, the curricular revision phase, in which all appropriate problems invol-
ing curricular changes will be considered. A few examples of the types of problems



which could be investigated are:

1. What courses already provide an excellent background in mathematics?

2. What new courses need to be developed?

3. What new techniques for teaching new and standard mathematical topics
can be developed to improve the instruction of these topics?

4. How can retention of mathematics topics be improved?

Thus, Phase ii (detailed course content stage) is a necessary prerequisite nor
Phase III.

The basic goal of Phase II of the study is to determine where similarities
exist 1.:1 topic agreement among specializations so that the appropriate course con-
tent can become part of a designated courze. In cases of dissimilarity, widely
divergent views would show that little could he done to prepare separate courses
which would satisfy all specialists. Both typos of inforLation art, of value in
curriculum development. However, the primary goal of Phase II is to obtain data
on detailed course content so that uniform courses which will be valuable for many
specializations can be constructed in Phase III from the standard courses instructed
at colleges and universities. Also, this data shculd be able to avoid a prolifera-
tion of courses by unifying the basic needs of scientists and engineers in a minimal
number of suitable courses.

B. Objectives of the Study

1. To determine general patterns of common course content for biolo-
gists, chemists,engineers, and physicists.

2. To determine the specific mathematics course content in major spe-
cializations which would be the most valuable for scientists and engineers in
their research and/or professional responsibilities.

3. To determine the most desirable balance between applications and
theory for each course in each specialization and among specializations, Includ-
ing alternate ways of relating theory and modern applications.

4. To determine any new trends in the use of specific mathematics
courses or topics in each specialization and among specializations.

5. To obtain detailed data on mathematics content so that it can be
used as a foundation for the revision of curricula in the t: ining of scientists
and engineers from the technician to the research specialist.

C. Review of Related Research

1. Previous Studies

Since there has been much material published on studies which concern the
curriculum of the basic sciences and engineering, only a brief resume of these
studies can be indicated. All references will be in parentheses and will refer
to Appendix A.
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Until the past few years, the biological sciences have had the least amount
of research in curriculum revision. The Biological, Management, and Social Sci-
ences (BMSS) panel of the Committee on Undergraduate Programs in Mathematics
(CUPM) of the Mathematical Association of America (8) conducted a study on the
type of mathematics course work taken by students in zoology. It was not until
1964 that the Commission on Undergraduate Education in the Biological Sciences
(CUEBS) (9) was formed to investigate the problem of how to improve the teaching
of biology. The Commission has eleven panels assigned to assist in the analysis
of many important problems in biology, such as junior college instruction and
course content revision. '211e basic aims of the Commission are to close the gap
between new research and teaching, to set minimum standards for faculties and
facilities, and to integrate biology with other disciplines where new areas have
been or are being developed. A number of articles and texts have been published

on the biology program. These studies, however, have not been concerned with
mathematics requirements in different specializations.

The chemists involved in the Bucknell Study (40) and those in the Advisory
Council on College Chemistry (2) hays conducted research on the curriculum in chem-
istry. In most cases these studies have been concerned with the problems of the
general chemist -r with the present curriculum for chemists. The Bucknell Study
panel has recommended that there be a new emphasis cn research and research tech-
niques in the frontiers of chemistry, that inorganic and analytical chemistry be
given more emphasis, and that students engage in more independent research on the
undergraduate level. The FESS panel (8) was responsible for an analysis of the
mathematics requirements of a number cf institutions. They reported the percent
of institutions requiring specific mathematics courses for biochemistry majors.
The Advisory Council and the Committee on the Undergraduate Program in Mathema-
tics have recently published the results of their study on recommendations from
a number of chemists entitled "The Undergraduate Mathematics Program of Students
in Chemistry" (1). This study considers the basic mathematics program for chem-
ists and provides a number of advanced topics for those who plan to pursue gradu-
ate work.

A number of conferences have been held in the area of physics, such as the
First and Second Ann Arbor Conferences (7,11), the Princeton Conference (14),
and the Denver Conference (12). Thesa conferences studied the general problems
of the physicist with mathematics course content as a minor consideration. How-
ever, specific course requirements for physics majors and suggested courses for
graduate students in physics were recommended by the panel of Physical Sciences
and Engineering of the CUPM with the close collaboration of the Commission on
Physics (10). The mathematics course recommendations of the Commission were as
follows: a. For all students - beginning analysis, linear algebra, functions of
several variables, differential equations; b. For those going on to graduate school
- probability and statistics, complex variables, algebraic structures, and partial
differential equations. The latest publication dealing with graduate programs
for physics has been printed by the American Institute of Physics, entitled "Gradu-
ate Programs in Physics and Astronomy" (4). This text lists all the graduate schools
and the basic mathematics requirements for one wishing to enter these graduate pro-
grams.

Engineers have done the most research on curriculum revision. A few articles
have been publisheeconcerning the programs for curriculum in chemical engineering
and industrial engineering in which mathematics course requirements have been con-
sidered (18, 39). The American Society for Engineering Education (ASEE) devoted
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several articles to the need for a course in computers for engineers (15). As

mentioned above, the CUPM Committee on Physical Sciences and Engineering Rave re-
commendations for course work for: (a) all students, (b) research and development
students, and (c) students who plan to pursue graduate work. The mathematics
course requirements were essentially the same as for the physicists. An interest-
ing report by the Feedback Committee of the Engineering College Administrative
Council in coordination with the Relations with Industry Division of the ASEE (13)
gave the choice of courses of over 7,000 people in industry. These courses are
listed by preference with a breakdown by type of engineer.

The most extensive study of engineers has been that which was done by the
Goals of Engineering Committee in conjunction with the ASEE. The Committee was
organized in 1962 by the Executive Board of the General Council of ASEE under the
direction of the Projects Operating Unit of the Society (5). It has carried out
an extensive amount of research on engineering curriculum and has sent a question-
naire containing 72 questions to a large number of engineers asking very important
questions covering many aspects of engineering, including course recommendations
in mathematics for engineers. Although some modern branches of mathematics were
considered, not all courses were included in the study. The important question
of applied-theoretical emphasis was only indirectly covered. The results of the
study have been analyzed and some of the basic recommendations are: Change from
the four-year college degree to the five-year M. S. college degree in engineering,
improve the liberal arts background of engineers, cooperate with industry, and in_
crease emphasi on research. The final report has beer published in the ASEE Jour-nal
of January 1968 (5).

The general requirements for earth scientists were recently reported by
Reeves and Delo in a publication by the Council on Education in the Geological
Sciences, which was sponsored by the American Geological Institute. The survey,
containing a list of 290 topics, was sent to 2000 earth scientists. They checked
whether the knowledge of the item was valuable in their work, whether they were
competent in the topic, and whether it could be used in the future. Analysis by
rank was reported for 15 specializations within earth sciences. The analysis of
23 mathematical skills were considered for the 15 specializations and ranked from
1 to 23 in order of preference.

2. The NSMRSE Study - Phase I (Coirse Recommendations)

The first step in the National Study of Mathematics Requirements for Sci-
entists and Engineers was to obtain a Board of Advisors (see Appendix B). They
were selected from nationally-known scientists and engineers who represented the
universities, industry, government, and non-profit organizations. These indi-
viduals serve in an advisory capacity. Assistance was obtained through individ-
ual meetings, telephone conversations, and correspondence.

The major problem of selectingthe best participants for the study was dis-
cussed in detail with the members of the Board and the mathematical consultants.
The decision was made to select those who had received national recognition or
were large contributors to the professional journals. Approximately 10,000 sci-
entists and engineers were selected for the study and placed in two categories:
(1) The Awards Group - those who weze recipients of national honors or awards or
were recommended by the members of the Board; and (2) The Abstracts Group - those
who were exceptionally productive in their research, based on the number of jour-
nal articles listed from 1961 to 1966 in Biological Abstracts, Chemical Abstracts,
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Engineering Index, Physics Abstracts, and Scientific and Technological Aerospace
Reports.

The NEMRSE Course RecommeLdation Form and the Instruction and Course Content
Sheet were constructed with the aid of the Board of Advisors and the mathematics.1
consultants. Forty courses were selected by the mathematical consultents for the
study. In order to make sure that the basic content of the mathematics courses
was the same for all respondents, a brief resume of each of the 40 courses was
given.

The NSMRSE Course Recommendation Form consisted of 7 sections - a list of
38 specializations, orientation of work, highest degree obtainecl, type of emplo:.-
ment, administrative or non-administrative capacity, age group, and the 40 courses.
The courses were to be marked according to five categories - course length,
theoretical orientation, course level, knowledge, and use of course cultent in work.

The first letters were sent out during the latter part of February 1967, and
follow-up letters were sent until October 1967. Each individual was sent a letter
stating the importance of the study, the NSMRSE Course Recommendation Form, and
an Instruction and Course Content Sheet. The respondent was asked to complete the
7 sections on th' :::SMRSF Form in accordance with the directions on the Instruction
and Course Conten. Shoat. He was asked to recommend courses for the Ph.D. in his
specialization only.

Approximately 78% of the scientists and engineers selected for the study
responded. The analysis showed that 61% completed the form, lc% disqualified
themselves due to inactivity, retirement, foreign background or lack of mathe-
matical background; 1% indicated that they were too busy to send back the forms
in complete detail; and 1% sent buck the forms without completing them. The Course
Recommendation Forms were completed for individuals in the major specializations
of physics, chemistry, biology, and engineering, as well as in astronomy, the
earth sciences, and the medical sciences. A total of 44 different specializations
were considered. The data was analyzed and reported in quintiles for each spe-
cialization. (22)

Some of the general conclusions of the study or most specializations are
as follows: (q) Mathematics courses should plsot, a fifty percent emphasis on
theory and fifty percent emphasis on applications; (b) With the exception of
group theory, there was little need for courses such as functional analysis,
modern algebra, and mathematical logic; (c) Most of the high recommendations
for an emphasis on applications were for courses such ,e vectors, the many types
of differential equations, applied statistics, and machine computation; (d) Com-
parisons of categories such as age group and place of employment within each spe-
cialization showed little differences in recommendations fc-: most specializations.

These results on course recommendations in mathematics for all specializations
are now available in the Final Report to the Office of Education (27). In addi-
tion, the analysis of the results have been published by many of the major pro-
fessional journals such as Science (20), BioScience (21), Federation Proceedings
(23), Journal of Engineering Education (2g), Journal of Medical Education (3),
and Nuclear News (32). (Refer to Appendix
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II. Procedure

A. Preparation of the Materials

Mathematical consultants were selected who had a great deal of experience and
interest in working on mathematical problems of scientists and engineers. The con-
sultants constructed the detailed Course Content Sheets and Instruction Sheet or
checked the materials to make suggestions for improvements. The forms were sent to
local. scientists and engineers at Edinboro State College, Gannon College, and Behierd
Campus of the Pennsylvania State University for completion in their area of spec,i-
zation. After the forms were filled out, the faculty members were interviewed
eliminate deficiencies. The tentative forms were considered at visits to industr
at Westinghcuse Electric Company, Gene- e Electric Company, DuPont Chemical Comp:.:.:.,
IBM Corporation, and U. S. Steel Corpu_ation to obtain suggestions for improvement.
Some of the final improvements were made at the board meetings in New York and Wash-
ington when extensive discussions were held to determine the best procedures to use
in sending out the forms and the best format for the detailed Course Content Sheets
and Instruction Sheet. The final forms were sent to the Board of Advisors for addi-
tional suggestions. Their recommendations were considered along with those of the
mathematical consultants and were incorporated in the final forms. Refer to Appen-
dix C for some of the Course Content Sheets and the Instruction Sheet.

B. The Sending of Materials

Those selected for the study were the respondents who participated in Phase I
of the National Study of Mathematics Requirements foe Scientists and Engineers. Re-

commendations for the selection of the respondents were considered by the Board of
Advisors at the board meetings in New York and Washington and also by the educational
consultants.

The size of the group was taken into consideration. The larger specializations
were considered as one of the factors in the determination of the selection of the
specializations. It was necessary to have a large enough group of participants since
the Pilot Study was limited to the states of Pennsylvania, Maryland, New York, Massa-
chusetts, Ohio, New Jersey, Virginia, West Virginia, and Washington, D. C. The re-
striction was due to the Watts line which was used for telephoning purposes.

Twelve specializations were selected in the areas of biology, chemistry, engi-
neering, and physics. The respondents were sent an Instruction Sheet and detailed
Course Recommendation forms for their specialization only. (Refer to Appendix C.)
For example, biochemists were sent four forms and electrieal engineers were sent
twenty -three forms. The courses selected were those recommended by over 40% of
those in the specific specialization, based on the data of Phase I of the NSMRSE.
They were asked to give their viewpoints on the Listed topics. Each topic for each
course was to be checked for one of five categories: valuable, of moderate value,
of little valve, no opinion, not familiar with the topic. Important applications
and theorems were included in the topics. In order to prevent obsolescence of the
mathematical content, they were asked to indicate any new trends for the future.

Also, additional space was available to list topics that were c.nitted. Follow-
up letters were sent to those who did not respond. If one follow-up letter did not
obtain a response, the participants were telephoned to ascertain if they had any
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questions concerning the materials and to secure the data from them by means of a
telephone interview. The value of the telephone in obtaining increased responses
was very significant since an overall response of 92% was obtained.

C. Preparation of the Interviews and Interviewing

The initial telephone interview was used to determine whether or not a non-
respondent could be located. For those who moved, an aAempt was made to get their
new address. Those who were located were asked if they had any questions on com-
pleting the form and were encouraged to send them in. Some of the respondents gay:,
the information for the completion of the forms over the telephone. In order tc
avoid differences in interviewing techniques and obtain valuable feedback for th
study, all interviewing was done by the director.

After the completed forms were received, a short interview was given to 17 of
the respondents. The basic interview items were constructed by the educational con-
sultants in conjunction with the director. The ',..uard was asked to suggest items for
interviewing. Since this was an initial pilot study, only seven basic questions were
considered. These questions checked on the reaction of the respondents to the ques-
tionnaire in order to obtain additional improvements and to satisfy the objectives
of the study. The questions are :indicated in Section III-D where the analysis of the
interviews is :onsidered.

D. Symposia

In order to obtain additional viewpoints from scientists and engineers in other
specializations, symposia were held to discuss specific mathematical content of the
courses and their applied and theoretical emphasis. Arrangements were made with the
American Institute of Biological Sciences (AIBS) and the American Society for Engi-
neering Education (ASEE) to have symposia or different specializations. The sympos-
ium on mathematics for biologists was held at the annual meeting of the AIBS in
September 1968 and dealt with the specializations of ecology, genetics, and zoology.
The symposium on mathematics for engineers was held at the ASiE national convention
in June 1969 and considered the specializations of electrical, metallurgical, and .

chemical engineering. In addition, a symposium for chemists and engineers was held
at Case-Western University in March 1970 in which the specializations of inorganic,
organic, and physical chemistry and chemical, electrical, and mechanical engineering
were discussed. A series of yearly symposia on "Mathematics for Indus re was ini-
tiated in May 1970 at Edinboro State College. A number of scientist3 and engineers
from the tri-state area contributed to the symposium. Basic details of the various
symposia are given in Appendix D. The information on these symposia is scheduled
to be published in the next fcw months. Almost all of the basic recommendations
and viewpoints are already included in Phase I of the NSMRSE and the present report.

14
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III. Analysis and Conclusions

A. Background of Respondents

Fourteen specializations were chosen for the study from the states of Pennsyl-
vania, Ohio, Massachusetts, New York, Virginia, West Virginia, Maryland, Delaware,
and the District of Columbia. These specializations were taken from the four major
areas of Phase I: (1) Biology - anatomy, geneticn, microbiology, pharmacology, and
zoology; (2) 'hemistri - biochemistry, oi.anic chemistry, and physical chemistry;
(3) Engineering - chemical, electrical, mechanical, and metallurgical engineering;
(4) Physics - elementary particles and nuclear physics. The median age for those
in biology was 45; in chemistry, 45; in engineering, 46; and in physics, 41. The

overall median age for all specialists was 114. .Most of the areas had specialists
who indicated that they were a combination of applied and theoretical specialists.
The areas having the highest theoretical interests were biology and physics with
39% and 44% respectively,

The academic and non-academic comparisons show d some variation. The chemists
were composed of those in academic employment and industry. The biologists and phy-
sicists worked primarily in the university with a minor portion working in non-profit
and government organizations. The engineers were employed mainly in the academic
world and industry with a minor portion in government and non-profit organizations.

Responses were received from 78 biologists, 73 chemists, 63 engineers, and 147
physicists for a total of 261 respondents.

B. The Findings

After the collection of the data, each course for each specialization was ana-
lyzed and reported in percentages for each topic. The deciles for the topic ratings
of valuable and of moderate value were computed for each topic in each course since
these ratings represented the important information. A sample of this data for 10 of
tha specializations is provided in Table R on page 12-A. The ratings of little value,
no opinion, and not familiar with the topic were not consider 1. In order to simpli-
fy the data, the deciles of the recommendations for valuable ratings in all topics
were averaged and the median decile reported for each course. These avJrage deciles
appear in Table I (page 12-B) and show the combined rating of all topics in a given
course. This table is very useful for comparative purposes. In addition, intrvari-
ability of the specializaticns within each major group was checked, as well as the
total variability among all specializations.

Since there was a wide variability in the responses of those within each spe-
cialization concerning a number of recommendations for the study, the data for the
specializations, due to the smaller number of respondents, may not be sufficiently
valid to verify the trends. In order to present more valid data, combined responses
of the specializations for the major areas of biology, chemistry, engineering, and
physics will be reported in the analysis unless the differences among specializa-
tions are highly significant.

C. Course Analysis

1. Biology

The detailed course content sheets whicn were sent to the following speciali-
zations in biology were:

15
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*
TAKER

Raw Data on Deciles for Valuable and Moderately Valuable Ratings for Specific
Topics for Certain Specializations for Course T - First-Year College Mathematics

**
5 10 ill 15 22 25 30 35_ 36

Basic set theory

_y

4-3+ 3-1 1-1 1-3 3-2 0-3 2-4 6-2 1-3 2-0

Basic logic 3-2 3-1 1-2 0-2 3-2 0-1 1-3 6-2 1-2 1-3
Functions and graphs 8-0 8-1 5-1 7-2 8-0 8-0 9-0 9-0 9-0 9-0
Basic operations-rational numberb 7-2 7-1 4-1 7-1 8-0 8-0 9-0 9-0 8-0 8-1
Basic operations -real numbers 8-1 7-1 4-2 8-1 8-1 8-0 9-0 9-0 8-0 8-1

Basic operations-complex numbers 5-1 6-2 3-2 5-1 7-1 9-0 8-1 8-0 7-1 8-0
Basic laws-exponents 9-0 7-2 3-3 9-0 9-0 9-0 9-0 9-0 8-1 9-0
Products and factoring 9-0 7-2 3-3 8-1 9-0 9-0 9-0 9-0 8-0 7-2
Solutions of quadratic equations 9-0 5-1 2-2 6-1 9-0 9-0 8-1 9-0 9-0 8-1
Solutions of polynomials 5-4 5-1 0-3 4-3 7-2 7-1 6-2 8-0 7-0 8-1
Systems of equations 6-3 3-2 0-4 3-4 8-1 9-0 8-1 9-0 8-1 7-1
Approximation of real roots
Graphing of polynomials

5-1

3-4

4-1

5-1
2-1

2-3

4-3
5-2

9-1
6-2

5-2

6-3

5-3

7-1

8-2
4-1

6-1
7-1

6-2
9-0

Determinants 3-0 1-1 0-1 2-0 6-2 8-0 7-0 4-2 2-5 4-0
Matrices through inverses 4-1 1-1 0-2 2-1 7-2 9-0 9 -C 5-4 4-4 5-1
Permutations and combinations 9-0 4-2 2-3 3-3 7-0 7-2 7-1 8-2 3-4 4-3
Probability 9-0 8-1 5-1 6-2 '1-1 8-1 7-1 9-0 6-2 7-1
Mathematical expectation 7-1 5-1 It -2 4-1 4-1 7-1 5-2 6-2. 3-1 4-0
Exponential eqwitions 6-2 6-2 1-4 6-2 6-1 8-0 7-2 7-2 6-1 8-0
Basic trig. functions-triangles 4-2 4-2 0-3 3-3 7-1 8-0 8-1 8-0 8-1 9-0
Basic trig. functions-circular 3-2 3-2 0-3 3-2 6-1 9-0 8-0 8-0 6-1 7-1
Properties of trig. functions 4-1 4-1 0-5 3-4 8-0 9 -0 9-0 9-0 7-1 8-o
Properties of logs. (base 10) 6-2 8-1 2-4 9-0 8-1 8-1 7-1 8-1 8-1 9-0
Properties of logs. (base e) 6-3 7-1 2-3 7-2 9-0 9-0 8-0 8-1 7-1 9-0
Basic computations with logs. 7-2 7-2 2-4 7-2 8-0 8-1 7-1 8-0 7-1 9-0
Solution of rt. triangles 4-1 2-2 2-3 4-2 b-2 7-1 7-1 7+2 7-1 8-0
SolUtion of oblique triangles 4-1 1-2 1-3 3-3 5-2 7-1 7-1 8-2 6-1 7-1
Double and half angles 1-2 0-2 0-1 2-1 6-2 7-1 6-2 6-2 5-4 7-0
Graphing of sine through cosecant 1-3 0-2 0-1 3-2 5-1 7-1 7-0 7-2 4-4 6-1
Graphing of inverse functions 1-3 0-2 0-1 3-1 4-2 5-3 5-2 6-0 3-5 5-2
Graphing of more complicated lanes. 0-2 0-2 0-1 1-2 4-1 4-3 4-2 6-2 2-3 5-0
Conditional equations 1-1 0-2 0-1 2-0 3-1 3-3 3-1 6-2 2-4 5-1
Logarithmic equations 3-4 2 -It 1-4 5-1 5-0 5-3 3-2 6-2 4-5 6-2
Inequalities 3-4 1-2 0-2 3-1 6-1 8-1 7-2 8-2 5-3 7-0
Arithri.etic and geometric proga. 6-2 4-3 2-4 4-3 7-1 8-0 7-1 7-2 5-3 7-0

Average Decile Value for each
specialization

4+ It 1+ it 7 b 7 8 6 7

*This table represents values based on a very small sample of scientists and engineers
for 10 of the 15 specializations covered in this study. This data would have low validit:
for curriculum revision.

** This number represents the coding for the following specializations: 4-genetics, 5-
microbiology, 10-zoology, 14-organic chemistry, 15-physical chemistry, 22-elementary par-
ticle physics, 25-nuclear physics, 30-chemical engineering, 32-electrical engineering,
36-metallurgy.

+ The left-hand digit represents the decile for the valuable rating and the right-hand
digit, the moderately valuable decile rating.
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TABLE 1

Average Decile Topic Ratings for Each Course by Specialization

0 0 r-i
tO

O 0 0 H cd
al +3 r-4 ;4 ITA

ri
"60 .c)+)

H 0 m

s 3m
r045 ti°0 0 OD -51

41 a. ax pq

1. 1st Yr. College Math LI+1 4+1 4 1 3+1 1+12+1 4 1 7
I

6 1 7 8_1 6 6 I 7

6 +1 72. 1st Yr. Calculus 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 0+1 4 1
4 16 18 8 1 8 1 6 +1

3. 3rd Semester Calculus 2 0 1 2 1+ 6 -! 8 8 1 7 6 5 1 5+

4. Vectors
1 1 1 I 1 1 1 I 5-1 9-1 7+ 7 7 51 5+

5. Tensor Ana sis I 1 1 I L I I
1 1+1 5+1 4 3- 2- 2-1 3

6. Elem. Diff. Equations L 1 10 I 1 1 1 1 2-1 4-1 7 1 6
1
5- 5 4+J 4+

5 2+1 2

4 +1 1

7. Interco. Ord. D. E.
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 7-J 5-1 4+

8. Adv. Ordinary D. E. I I I I 1 I I 1

1 2+ 2+ 2 +1

9. 1st Cr. Partial D. E.
I I I I I I I 1 2+1 5+1 6-1 4+ 5- 3 1 3

10. Adv. Partial D. E. L 1 L 1 1 1 1 1 1

3+ 3+1 3 4 2 I

11. Num. Sol. of D. L. 11 I 1 I 1 I I 1
0+ 2 +1 4 12Y1 3 1 1

12. Advanced Calculus
1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 5 8_1 7 1 6 6 3+ 4+'

13. 1st Cr. Real Variables I I I I 1 I 1 1 1 2 +1
1

16. Calculus of Variations 1 1
1 1 1 1J 1 1 1-I 2 1 1 1

317. Elem. Co lex Var. 3- 7+ 6 5 5

18. co lex Variables 3 241 3

15. Survey of Modern Algebra 1
1 1

2 -

20. Group Theory
1 J _i_. i 1- 1_ 1-

1_ 1
3+

1
21. Group Reprea:ntations

1

22. Lie Algebras and Groups 1 1 1

2+
__J____

1 1 4+ 8 8 4+ 4+ 223. Matrix Theory
1

25. Elementary Probability 1 7 1 1 5+ 7+ 7 7 5+ 3+

26. Advanced Probability
1 1 1_ 1

5

27. Applied Statistics
1
8- 7 +1 6 1 8+ 7 +1 8 I 8 5- 6

28. 1st Cr. Math. Statistics 5- J 5-

30. Machine Computation
1 I I I I I I

1 4 4 5 6 4+ 4+ 4

31. 1st Cr. Numer. Analysis
1 1 1 1 1 [ 1 1 4+ 5 3-

35. Special FUnctions
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

5+

38. Analytic Mechanics 1 7-1 6
L_

1 2 +1
139. Integral Transforms I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
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Botany and Zoology - first-year college mathematics, first-year calculus, and
applied statistics
Genetics - the calculus sequence (first-year college mathematics, first-year
calculus, and third-semester calculus), elementary probability, applied sta-
tistics, and the first course in mathematical statistics
Microbiology - the calculus sequence, elementary differential equations, and
applied statistics
Pharmacology - the calculus sequence and applied statistics

The first course in college mathematics was recommended very highly in Phase I,
but the topics in trigonometry involving solution of triangles and working with mul-
tiple angles, along with other topics in trigonometry, received low ratings. There
was a heavy emphasis upon graphing, exponents, probability, and logarithms, includ-
ing computations with logarithms.

First-year calculus did not receive high ratings when all the topics were con-
sidend. The most useful topics were the standard topics of limits and functions,
extrome values, differentials, definite and indefinite integrals, and differentiation
of the logarithmic and exponential functions. Most of the more difficult topics in
integration and differentiation did not recei're high ratings.

All biologists rated the topics in applied statistics very highly.

Geneticists gave very high ratings to most of the topics in the courses of
probability and mathenJatical statistics.

There was wide variability among the recommendations of the different speciali-
zations. However, much of this was due to the recommendations of the zoologists
sampled. Since the sample was so small, the data needs to be verified or rejected,
based on a much larger sample of biologists in each individual specializition.

2. Chemistry

The detailed course content sheets sent to those in the following specializa-
tions of chemistry were

Biochemistry - the calculus sequence (first-year college mathematics, first-
year calculus, and third-semester calculus), elementary differential equations,
and applied statistics
Organic Chemistry - the calculus sequence and elementary differentill equations
12hysical Chemista - the calculus sequence, vector and tensor analysis, elemen-
tary and interaFaiate ordinary differential equations, first course in partial
differential equations, advanced calculus, elementary complex variables, group
theory, matrix theory, elementary probability, and machine computation.

There were distinct differences when the recommendations of organic chemists
and biochemists were compared with the rezommendations of physical chemists. The
topic recommendations of the biochemists and organic chemists were similar to those
of the biologists, and those of the physical chemists were similar to those of the
physicists.

The recommendations of the biochemists and organic chemists for first near col-
lege mathematics were approximately the same as those of the biologists in tile pre-
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vious section. These highly recommended topics were basic ft:Actions, graphing,
solution of equations, solution of logarithms, and computations with logarithms.
They also gave low recommendations to the sections of trigonometry which deal with
multiple angles and the graphing of trigonometric functions.

First-year calculus course recommendations of the biochemists and organic
chemists were similar to those of the biologists. The major topics receiving high
recommendations were: functions, limits, analytical geometry, derivatives of poly-
nomials through produnts and quotients, and determination of extremes. They gave
slightly higher recommendations to the sections on related rates and differentials
than did the biologists. More difficult integration and differentiation were given
lower ratings.

In third-semester calculus the most used topics were sequences and series, par-
tial derivatives, and computation of extremes. These topics were used more frequent-
ly by the biochemists and organic chemists than by the biologists.

The use of the basic topics in elementary differential equations were given the
high recommendations. These topics were separation of variables, integrable combin-
ations, homogeneous equations, and linear equations of the first order.

The biochemists gave extremely high ratings to just about all the topics in ap-
plied statistics.

The physical chemists gave high ratings to most of the topics in the calculus
sequence, elementary differential equations, intermediate differential equations,
advanced calculus, matrix theory, mathematical statistics, and machine computation.

Only a small number of the basic topics in group theory were recommended by
the physical chemists.

The variability among the topics for biochemist:, and organic chemists in their
recommended courses was very minimal. The obvious larger patterns of variability
were noted between the physical chemists and the biochemists-organic chemists.

3. Engineering

The course content sheets which were sent to the participants in the study
were:

Chemical Engineerin. - the calculus sequence (first-year college mathematics,
first-year calculus, and third-semester calculus); vector and tensor analysis;
elementary, intermediate, and advanced ordinary differential equations; first
course in partial differential equations; advanced partial differential equa-
tions; numerical solutions of differential equations; advanced calculus; ele-
ment!wy complex variables; matrix theory; elementary probability; applied sta-
tistics; machine computation; and the first course in numerical analysis.
Electrical Engineering - the calculus sequence; vector and tensor analysis; ele-
mentary, intermediate, and advanced ordinary differential equations; first course
in partial differential equations; advanced partial differential equations; nu-
merical solutions of differential equations; advanced calculus; calculus of vari-
ations; elementary and complex variables; matrix theory; elementary and advanced
probability; first course in mathematical statistics; machine computation, first
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course in numerical analysis; integral equations; and integral transforms.
Mechanical Engineering - the calculus sequence; vector and tensor analysis;
elementary, intermediate, and advanced differential equations; first course
and advanced partial differential equations; advanced calculus; calculus of
variations; elementary complex and complex variables; matrix theory; advanced
probability; applied statistics; first comae in mathematical statistics; ma-
chine computation; and the first course in nwerical analysis.
Metallurgical Engineering - the calculus sequence; vector and tensor analysis;
elementary and intermediate ordinary differential equations; first course in
partial differential equations; numerical solutions of differential equations;
advanced calculus; elementary probability; applied statistics; and machine
computation

The above courses received high ratings in Phase I. In Phase II (the detailed
course content phase) most of the topics of these courses received high ratings.
Those courses which had the highest topic ratings wire the calculus sequence, sec-
tors, elementary differential eqations, intermediate differential equations, the
first course in partial differential equations, advanced calculus, elementary com-
plex variables, matr'x theory, elementary probability, and machine computation.
Those courses which had moderate recommendations were tensor analysis, advanced
ordinary differential equations. advanced partial differential equations, complex
variables, and the first course in numerical analysis.

There was a moderate amount of variability among the topic recommendations
for the courses in engineering. However, most of this variability was due to the
lower recommendations given to the topics by those in mechanical and metallurgical
engineering.

4. Physics

The detailed course content sheets sent to those in physics were:

Elementary Particles - the calculus sequence (first-year college mathematics,
first -year calculus, and third-semester calculus); vector and tensor analysis;
elementary, intermediate, and advanced ordinary differential equations; first
course and advanced partial dilferential equations; numerical solutions of dif-
ferential equations; advanced calculus* first course in real variables; calculus
of variations; elementary complex variables and complex variables; survey of
modern algebra; group theory; group representations; Lie algebras; matrix the-
ory; elementary probability; machine computation; special functions; integral
equations; and analytic mechanics
Nuclear Physics - the calculus sequence; vector and tensor analysis; elementary,
intermediate, and Advanced ordinary differential equations; first course and
advanced partial differential equations; numerical solutions of differential
equations; advanced calculus; calculus of variations; elementary complex vari-
ables and complex variables; group theory; matrix theory; elementary probabil-
ity; machine computation; and analytic mechanics.

The topics in most of the courses received high recommendations. Very high topic
recommendations were given in the calculus sequence, vector and tensor analysis, ele-
mentary and iaermediate ordinary differential equations, first course in partial dif-
ferential equations, advanced calculus, matrix theory, elementary probability, machine
computation, and analytical mechanics. Other courses of moderate recommendations were
advanced ordinary differential equations, advanced partial differential equations, nu-
merical solutions of differential equations, complex variables, and special functions.

Comparisons in Table I show that the average decile ratings for the courses are
fairly closely related. %hen one checks on the variability between the two speciali-
zations, one finds nearly identical topic ratings in the calculus sequence, elementary

I



differential equations, advanced ordinary differential equations, advanced partial
differential equations, elementary probability, and analytical mechanics. The close-
ness of the agreement on the topics may be due to the fact that the basic foundations
of the specializations are very similar.

D. Interviewing

The interviewing of the respondents was completed by the director of the study
in order to insure uniform techniques. There were seven basic questions which each
respondent was asked to answer.

The first four dealt with the potential improvement of the questionnaires: (1)
Did you find the topics in each ef the eourses which you received to be sufficiently
complete? (2) Did you find the detailed course content sheets too detailed for the
purposes of the study? (3) Were there any other topics or courses which you thought
should be included in the study? (14) What was the length of time that you spent in
completing the forms?

The next two questions dealt with future trends: (5) What trends in mathematics
courses or topics do you foreseein the next few years for your specialization? (6)
What non-mathematical trends in your specialization do you foresee in the ne;et, few
years?

The seventh question was concerned with establishing the respondent's view-
points on the proper balance of theory and application. The definition of a "pure"
mathematics course was one which was all theory with no applications. This orien-
tation was needed to gain ineights into differences in recon,endations between
courses that contain both theory and applications and those that are completely
theoretical.

The general comments concerning the quality of the detailed course content
sheets were favorable. Most of the scientists interviewed stated that the detailed
course content sheets were very complete and that sufficient details were included
to make sure that all topics were considered and registered by the respondents. The
average time for completing the forms was approximately 20 minutes for the biolo-
gists, organic chemists, and biochemists and about 35 minutes for the physicists
and engineers. Most of the forms were completed in less time than the above aver-
ages, but a few individuals spent a great amount of time answering the questions
in detail.

A few individuals investigated the topics that they did not know by consult-
ing colleagues and found that they did not use them either. Thus, the assurption
that those topics with which an individual is not familiar are of little value is
substantiated by these observations.

The analyses of each area were considered with the following results.

1. Biology

a. A number of biologists indicated that biology was getting morebiochemical in it- approaches. They indicated that there would be more emphasisin the future on the courses in computer analysis and statistics.

b. For the applied-theoretical
orientation, most biologists indi-cated that there should be a better balance between theory and practice. Applica-tions were needed to stimulate interest in place of pure theory. Some suggested

that courses should be developed which stress applications with their mathematicscourses.
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c. Those who like pure mathematics were encouraged to continue
with their study in mathematics. However, most biologists limited the number of
pure mathematics courses to a maximum of one or two.

d. There were: a few biologists who gave strong support to pure
mathematics and a few who were opposed to any pure mathematics at all. Some in-
dividuals indicated that they saw no value wLatsoever in pure mathematics.

e. Some biologists feel that pure mathematics develops the mind
and trains one to think logically.

f. Mathematics departments were sometimes criticized for not meet-
ing the needs of the biologists. Some thought that they could not teach the mathe-
matics needed because they really do not understand the problems of the biologist.
They did think that the mathematic., departments should give them more assistance
with mathematical problems which do arise.

Some selected comments from the, biologists on the topic of applied-theoretical
orientation were as follows:

"One needs to know just about enough theory to make an application so that he
can solve his problem."

it."
"We don't need to know the proofs; we will take the mathematician's word for

"Too much theory turns the students off."

"Biologists should have :he rigor of engineers, not that of mathematicians."

2. Chemistry

a. Although there were some differences in recommendations in courses
between the biochemists - organic chemists and physical chemists, the basic recom-
mendations obtained from interviewing were about the same.

b. The insights into the future courses registered extensive use
of computers. Many mentioned future emphasis on the courses of matrix theory,
quantum "achanics, group theory, and statistics.

c. Pure mathematics was observed to help in analysis of problems
by a few scientists and to be an aid in appreciation of mathematics. Only a maxi-
mum of one to three courses in pure mathematics was recommended for those who were
adept in mathematics and were theoretical chemists.

d. There seemed to be many more chemists who thought that pure
mathematics was too dull for students and that all courses should have applications
integrated with theory.

e. A few individuals recommended that the chemists take their prob-
lems to mathematicians when they needed assistance. These individuals were primar-
ily in government or non-profil: organizations which hired applied mathematicians to
assist them.
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O. It was noted that nathematicians did not want to get inter-
ested in the type of problem which they presented. These comments usually came

from scientists in the university.

g. A number of chemists noted 'that pure mathematics turns the
students off.

18

h. A few theoretical chemists reported that they took pure mathe-
matics courses and found them of little value.

Some selected comments from chemists were as follows:

"Pure LAthematics develops the intellect."

"Creative applications research must be developed."

"All courses should have applications."

"Pure mathematics should be given priority over applications."

"Mathematicians should feel their responsibility to scientists and not flunk
out 50 percent of their students."

"The only pure mathematics that is useful is that which helps in solving
problems."

3. Engineering

a. Many engineers thought that computers would be used much more
in the .Puture than they are presently. There were predictions of greater impor-
tance for statistics and model theory.

b. A much larger number of engineers than chemists and biologists
indicated that pure mathematics courses were of little value, including those who
had taken pure mathematics courses. Many indicated that pure mathematics courses
turned engineering students against mathematics.

c. There were a number of complaints that the mathematics depart-
ments do not teach the type of material that they want to be instructed. Some en-
gineers indicated that the mathematicians are not interested in teaching mathema-
tics to assist in solving the problems of engineers. Some mentioned the fact that
their departments now teach their own mathematics because of this trend.

d. There were a few engineers who recommended that students do
take pure mathematics but only a maximum of two courses, and then only when they
are combined with applications.

e. Only one or two indicated that pure mathematics would be of
value for the engineer and that the mathematics courses helped them to think
more logically. They indicated that engineers soundly gounded in mathematics
can do a better job.
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f. Most engineers indicated that it is best to have applications
integrated with the theory. Some suggested that there should be just enough mF..lhe-
matics to make then uhderstand the process and be able to solve their problems.
They must learn how to apply basic theorems.

g. The engineering and mathematics departments must learn how to
cooperate with each other.

Some selected comments of engineers are:

"The scientist needs to have the ability to get the problem and set up the
solution for the problem."

"Our mathematics department refuses to teach applications for engineers and
flunks 50 percent of our students."

"Mathematicians do not know what goes on in physical applications and there-
fore are not able to assist the engineers."

"So many instructors deal so much in rigor that rigor mortis sets in."

"An instructor in mathematics should be dismissed if he teaches a pure mathe-
matics course when he was supposed to teach with applications."

"There is a problem of adjusting to the new language in mathematics. The
names of the courses have changed and a new language is used."

"Pure mathematics has gone too far."

"Our students took an advanced calculus course and couldn't integrate when
they completed the course."

"We must get a way to make information easily available for use in ways that
make sense."

"One needs to know the background of theorems in order to select the proper
technique to solve the problom."

4. Physics

a. The courses predicted for future emphasis were group theory
and complex variables.

b. Every pure mathematics course should have examples for physi-
cists. Courses should contain applications from physics. All courses should in-
tegrate theory and applications.

c. Pure mathematics is good for some but not for all.

d. Pure mathematics is valuable as it provides one with an appre-
ciation of the mathematics structure and formulation of proofs.
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e. A few individuals indicated that they use vex;' little pure

mathematics and that the value of the rigor islimited. Most of those who took

pure mathematics courses presented similar opinions.

f. A few physicists recommended that th'e gulf between the mathema-

ticians and the physicists must be overcome.

g. Physicists need to know whether a theorem can be proved or

whether a solution exists. Students must be shown how to be careful not to over-

look major mathematical pitfalls.

A few selected quotes from physicists are:

"It is false that if a person learns the theory he can pick up the applica-
tions on his own."

"The mathematics department does not teach proper mathematics. They teach

mathematics only for mathematicians."

"One school had to change to teaching mathematics in the engineering depart-
ment since the mathematicians did such a poor job."

"If you like pure mathematics, take as much as you can get. However, make

the requirements in pure mathematics general and flexible."

E. General Observations for All...Specializations

There were a number of general trends observed in the data for course analysis
and interviewing. Only the significant patterns appearing in a large number of
specializations will be reported. These trends are:

1. Most of the predictions of courses in the future showed that there
will be much more use of computers than at the present time. Another course which
received high predictions of greater use in the future is applied statistics.

2. In Phase I of the NSMRSE, most research specialists in biclogy,
chemistry, physics, and engineering gave the same overall maximum rating to the
first-year calculus. Analysis of the data in the present study shows that there
were significant differences in the ratings of topics between biologists and re-
lated areas (organic chemistry and biochemistry) and those of the engineers and
physicists. The biologists recommended only about 30 percent of the topics while
the engineers and physicists recommended well over 80 percent of the topics.

3. There was a noticeable tendency on the part of many specialists to
recommend very flexible requirements for mathematics courses. There were a few
scientists who recommended much pure mathematics, but many more thought that pure
mathematics was not worth the time which was spent on learning !.t.

I. Most scientists and engineers indicated that they would prefer all
courses to integrate theory and applications. Many only wanted to have ,sufficient
theory to be able to understand the mathematical principles involved so that they
could solve their problems.
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5. The course in applied statistics showed slightly lower ratings than
a first course in calculus in Phase I recommendations, yet only 30 percent of the
basic topics of calculus were recommended while over 80 percent of the statistical
topics were given high ratings for biologists, organic chemists, and biochemists.
This data shows that statistics seems to be more important than calculus for these
specializations.

6. There were numerous suggestions that there should be greater coopera-
tion between the mathematics departments and science and engineering departments
so that the appropriate course content could be selected. Many specialists wanted
a considerable deemphasis on the amount of theory which is taught to their students
:in mathematics courses.

7. For those wha like mathematics, the recommendation was to take a maxi-
mum of one to three courses in pure mathematics. A few theoretical specialists in-
dicated that they should take as much theory as possible although most theoretical
specialists cautioned against taking too many pure mathematics courses and s',Apu-
lated that the theory should always be combined with applications.

8. There were indications that in certain colleges and universities the
mathematics departments are not providing the type of mathematics which is requested
by the scientists and engineers.

9. The analysis of the twelve specializations shows that the course con-
tent recommendations fall into two basic classifications of similar course c-ntent.
Those requiring less mathematics were biologists, biochemists, and organic ch,
Those requiring more mathematics were engineers, physicists, and physical chemis_,

10. A number of the specialists in all areas questioned the ability of
anyone in trying to predict what courses would be useful in the future. They seemed
to indicate that it was too difficult to make such predictions due to the variabili-
ty of the scientific interests within each specialization.

11. The total variability on such courses as first-year calculus and
first-year college mathematics showed extremely high variability in the seven and
eight decile range for almost all topics when the range of variability was compared
with all the specializations.

12. There were some significant differences in topic recommenC:tions
in a number of courses among specializations that were very closely related, such
as biochemistry and biology.

13. In the formulation of the detailed course content sheets, it was
noted that the mathematicians rated practically all topics in all courses as very
valuable or valuable. However, this classification differed considerably from the
viewpoint of the scientists and engineers who were much more selective in their
ratings of topics.

14. Many respondents reported their awareness that teaching a cciirse with
little or no use or application of valuable theorems was undesirable. They satel
that such "cook book" courses are not as valuable as integrated courses since the
individual has to know the theory in order to solve many difficult problems.
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IV. Recommendations

Based on the analysis of the data and the ,comments in the interviews, the
following recommendations can be made.

1. The courses in computer computation and statistics should be given more
emphasis than they are given presently. Larger numbers of specialists need to
be sampled to obtain more valid information to verify other future trends in the
specializations not considered in this study, as well as to reverify the trends
noted in the present study.

2. Pure mathematics courseR seem to be of little value to MOS6 biologists
and chemists (organic and b_ochemists) and should be deemphasized in their courses.

3. Pure mathematics is of limited value for most scientists and engineers in
physics, engineering, and physical chemistry, particularly those in the applied or
experimental areas. Those who are theoretically inclined should have one to three
pure mathematics courses to give them insights into the mathematician's method of
proof and to utilize this information in the solution of his problems. It would
appear that taxing more than three or four courses in pure mathematics would be of
relati- qy little value to practically all scientists and engineers except for those
who can master applied and theoretical mathematics as well as their area of speciali-
zation. The only exceptions would be those who work completely in the theoretical
realms and use the latest mathematics in developing their theories.

4. Courses need to be developed in which the theory is integrated in a very
meaningful way with applications for science and engineering where such courses are
not available.

5. The analysis of the data shows that in some universities there is harmony
between the departments of mathematics and those of science and engineering. Also,
the data shows that a number of universities lack such cooperation. It would be
of value to find ways to determine how to obtain cooperation between departments.
Additional data on topic recommendations from large samples of specialists would
give both the mathematicians and scientists and engineers some common ground to
start their discussions.

6. The wide variability among topic recommendations in courses such as first-
year mathematics and first-year calculus points very clearly to the difficulties
involved in trying to determine a course which is best for all specializations.
The data seems to indicate that there should be two types of courses taught: one
for the biologists and related specializations and anotner for the physicists, en-
gineers, and physical chemists. This wide variation may explain why the mathema-
ticians cannot satisfy the departments with the same course for all students in
science and engineering.

7. The analysis of the interviews gives a better picture of what the scien-
tists and engineers mean by a 50-50 breakdown between theory and practice obtained
in Phase I. It would appear that they mean by this 50-50 combination an integration
of theory with applications in all courses, as well as working with the valuable
theorems to provide meaningful solutions to their problems.

8. Phase II provided additional insights into the recommendations made in
Phase I as in the case of finding that statistics seems to he more valuable than



calculus to biologists. This observation establishes the importance of a study of

this type. Mile names of courses al:'e important, the detailed course content pro-
vides much more valuable data. Therefore, more specialists should be provided with
an opportunity to complete the forms and be interviewed in order that more impor-
tant findings might be discovered.

9. The alternate possibility to learning more mathematics is to have scien-
tists and engineers take general courses to acquaint them with the types of mathe-
matics that can be useful to them so that they can obtain assistance from a mathe-
matician or computer specialists based on the mathematics learned in such courses.
This technique is used in many government and non-profit organizations.

10. The solution of the problem of making suitable course content require-
ments is very necessary in some schools since the overabundance of theory is re-
sponsible for rejecting a number of highly qualified research specialists. Courses
should be constructed in conjunction with the cooperation of all departments con-
cerned so that proper course content can be presented for each area.

11. Since this study only partially investigated 12 of the 44 major speciali-
zations, it is necessary that a study be devised to follow up all of the speciali-
zations and to have larger samples in each specialization (a minimum of 5 percent
of the Ph.D.'s in the specialization,or at least 50 in the smaller specializations
and a minimum of 100 in each of the larger specializations) to obtain more valid
data. This large sample would provide the necessary coverage in each specializa-
tion so that comparisons among specializations can be made and be assured that the
data is very valid.

12. The study must be carried out with the cooperation of as many professional
organizations as is possible so that maximum benefit can be obtained from the re-
sults of the study. Once the data is obtained, there will be a common source of
information which mathematicians and specialists can use in their discussions for
the construction of the appropriate courses for scientists and engineers.

13. One should always be aware that although the scientists and engineers may
make their recommendations, it may be difficult to provide this information without
giving the proper background which would require more mathematics than they request-
ed. For instance, it is possible to teach the manipulations of calculus without
even proving a theorem or giving the development of the limit process by the delta
process. However, the student with the necessary theory and practice integrated
together should be able to analyze the problera better than those who have the "cook-
book" approach. Thia observation was noted by a number of scientists and engineers
in all specializations. Thus, a study is needed in which the appropriate topics can
be analyzed along with the proper degree of theory. This data would provide the
foundations on which those in science and engineering could arrive at a better con-
sensus with those in the mathematics department.

14. A significant problem which should be considered in such a study is the
finding of basic viewpoints on that is the proper training for a scientist or enbi-
neer. Ideally, he should be trained to be as knowledgeable and as flexible as pc,L-
sible in mathematics. Howver, in a number of specializations very little mathe-
matics is needed and many entering these specializations are not very adept in matht.-
matics. Therefore, the question arises as to what should be the minimal requirements
for a specialization. Should they be high or low? Answers to such questions are
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most easily obtained by means of the interview, and therefore interviewing should
be a major technique to arrive at the solution of this most perplexing but important
problem.

15. The data of the larger study should be used to establish a minimal number
cf courses for all specializations so that an overproliferation of different courses
can be avoided.
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APPENDIX B

BOARD OF ADVISORS AND CONSULTANTS

Board of Advisors:

The Board of Advisors is composed of nationally-known scientists and engineers
from biology, lhemistry, earth sciences, engineering, and physics. They assist in
the study by providing suggestions for improvement and in offering advice on prob-
lems which arise in their area of specialization. The Board and their assistants
have given a great number of excellent suggestions on the improvemmIt of the study.
All information is obtained by correspondence, telephone conversations, and indi-
vidual and group meetings. The most active members of the Board are those members
of the professional organizations and industry who provide either direct assistance
or relay the problems to the appropriate personnel.

Two meetings of the Board were held in Washington, D. C., and New York during
the summer of 1969. Meetings of the Board are planned for at least once a year to
cover the progress of the study and to discuss improvements in the procedure of the
study. Meetings of the Board are kept to a minimum due to the fact that most Board
members ara very active professionally and can come only if their schedule permits.

A number of members of the Board provide a minimal amount of direct aid to the
study because of their extremely busy schedules, However, all are in agreement with
the basic goals of the study and assist by letting those selected for the study know
that they consider the information of value. Their support is undoubtedly responsi-
ble for the excellent returns on all parts of the NSMRSE studies.

For reasons of economy, the meetings of the Board are held at the professional
organizations in New York and Washington, D. C., where there is the greatest concen-
tration of members. Requests for travel funds for Board members were omitted in
earlier phases to keep costs at a minimum and since all details could be handled
satisfactorily by correspondence and telephone.

Biological Sciences

Dr. Constantine Alexopoulos, Professor, University of Texas
Dr. Earl L. Green, Director, The Jackson Laboratory
Dr. H. 0. Halvorson, Professor, University of Minnesota
Dr. Cadet H. Hand, Jr., Professor, University of California
Dr. J. F. A. McManus, Executive Director, Federation of American Societies fo,.

perimental Biology
Dr. William A. Nierenberg, Director, Scripps Institution of Oceanography
Dr. John R. Olive, Executive Director, American Institute of Biological Sciences
Dr. Jerry S. Olson, Oak Ridge National Laboratory-University of Tennessee
Dr. C. H. W. Ruhe, Director, Division of Medical Education, American Medical Associaticn
Dr. Sol Spiegelman, Institute of Cancer Research, Columbia University

Chemistry

Dr. Roger Adams, Professor, University of Illinois
Dr. C. F. Curtiss, Professor, University of Wisconsin
Dr. Lawrence S. Darken, U. S. Steel Corporation
Dr. I. M. Kolthoff, Professor, University of Minnesota
Dr. Robert S. MUlliken, Professor, Florida State University
Dr. John D. Roberts, Professor, California Institute of Technology
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Dr. H. E. Simmons, E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company
Dr. E. L. Tatum, Professor, Rockefeller University
Dr. Henry Taube, Professor, Stanford University
Dr. F. T. Wall, Executive Director, American Chemical Society

Engineering

Dr. A. M. Bueche, Vice President, General Electric Corporation
Dr. Carl C. Chambers, Vice President, University of Pennsylvania
Dr. Paul F. Chenea, Vice President, General Motors Corporation
Professor W. Leighton Collins, Executive Secretary Emeritus, American Society for

Engineering Education
Mr. Donald G. Fink, General Manager, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
Dr. George A. Hawkins, Vice President for Academic Affairs, Purdue University
Mr. Edward H. Heinemann, Vice President, General Dynamics Corporation
Dr. George E. Holbrook, Vice President, E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company
Dr. Sydney B. Ingram, Executive Secretary, Engineers' Council for Professional Devel-

opment
Mr. Leslie Williams, Executive Secretary, American Society for Engineering Education

Physics

Dr. Keith A. Brueckner, Professor, University of California at an Diego
Dr. E. U. Condon, Professor, University of Colorado
Dr. Robert N. Little, Professor, University of Texas
Dr. Conrad Lee Longmire, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
Dr. Melba N. Phillips, Professor, University of Chicago
Dr. E. R. Piore, Vice President, IBM Corporation
Dr. A. A. Strassenburg, Director of Education and Manpower, American Institute of

Physics - State University of New York at Stony Brook
Dr. V. K. Zworykin, Vice President, RCA Laboratories

Consultants:

Dr. D. Welty LeFever, Professor Emeritus of Educational Psychology, University
of Southern California

Experience:

1. Member, California Advisory Council on Educational Research.
2. Chairman, Board of Trustees, HEAR Foundation (Research Organization for

Deaf Children).
3. Director of Research, Southern California Teacher Education Pz-cject (Fund

for Advancement of Education).
4. Director of Evaluation of Anaheim Closed Circuit Project (research grant

from Ford Foundation).
5. Faculty Associate, Youth Studies Center (research grant from Ford Founda-

tion).
6. Consultant for NSMRSE (The National Study of Mathematics Requirements for

Scientists and Engineers).
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Dr. John K. Fisher, Professor of Psychology and Assistant Dean of the Graduate

School, Edinboro State College, Edinboro, Pennsylvania

Experience:

1. Project Director, Northwestern Pennsylvania Science and Engineering Study

(Pennsylvania Science and Engineering Foundation).
2. Director of Evaluation, Operation Reach, Maryland State Department of Edu-

cation.

3. Director of Evaluation, Upward Bound Project, Lock Haven State College

(Office of Education).

4. Director, National Study of Pupil Personnel Roles, National Institute of

Mental Health.

5. Director of Interviewing Workshops, U. S. Employment Agency.

Mathematical Consultants:

The mathematical consultants are responsible for the construction of the detail-

ed course content sheets. The mathematicians listed below served on the pilot study.

They constructed the detailed course content forms, suggested improvements, or they

checked to make sure the courses wore concise and yet complete.

Dr. Richard Andree, Department of Mathematics, University of Oklaha
Dr. Royce E. Beckett, U. S. Army Weapons Command
Professor Garrett Birkhoff, Deparment of Mathematics, Harvard University
Professor D. H. Erkiletian, Jr., Department of Mathematics, University of Missouri
Dr. H. H. Goldstine, IBM Corporation, New York
Dr. S. I. Hayek, Ordnance Research Laboratory, Pennsylvania State University
Dr. R. P. Kanwal, Department of Mathematics, P,mnsylvania State Uni-.,rsity
Dr. Everett Pitcher, Department of Mathematics, Lehigh University
Professor William E. Restemeyer, Department of Mathematics, Univc-JLy of Cincinnati
Dr. R. E. Schwartz, Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Pennsylvania
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INSTRUCTION SHEET

Please complete each form by checking the appropriate square for each topic in
each course. These topics should he of value for those pursuing the Ph.D. today
as well as in the future for your specialization. Your own personal opinion of
realistic mathematics content based on its use in your research experience for
your present specialization is the type of information which is desired.

The abbreviations in each of the columns refer to the following categories:

V - Valuable
MV - Of Moderate Value
LV - Of Little Value
NF - Not Familiar with the topic
NO - No Opinion

Make your best judgment for each topic. Since the detailed course content sheets
have been constructed to contain the complete range of topics for each course, it
is highly probable that most individuals will not be familiar with all of then.
Such topics should be marked in the NF column. If you are famiLlar with the topic
but have no opinion one way or the other, please mark the NO column. Since we lm
interested in your relative judgments of these topic,, please use the NO response
as few times as possible.

If you observe any important useful topics, applications, or theorems that have
been omitted, please list them in the blank spaces. Additional comments may be
written on the back of the detailed course content sheets. Short comments for
a specific topic may be written beside the topic. If you observe that certain
important courses relevant to your specialization are missing and would like to
rate the topics in those courses, please write to us so that we can send you the
detailed course content sheets for those corrses. The original numbers and con-
tent summaries of the courses from Fhase I are listed on the reverse side.

If you desire to provide more specific evaluations of each topic, you may use -].e
following codings on the left-hand side of the five columns.

T - Too advanced for this course
U - A very valuable topic which I Use often in my work
W - I do not have the background for this topic but Wish I had
D - This topic will probably be valuable in the nextrgilade
C - Although I do not use this topic, many of my Colleagues find

it of value

When you have completed the forms, please place them in the return envelope and
mail to the NSMRSE Center.
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CONTEATT OP COURSES

(Note: Numbers after prerequisite refer to courses on this sheet.)

1. First Tear College Mathematics - Number systems, linear and quadratic initiations, exponent& logarithms. binomial the
orem, progressions, theory of equations, mathematical induction, functions and graphs. Plane trigonometry thrcugh
identities and inverse functions. Pre: 4 yrs. 11.S. mtth (no calculus)

2. First Year Calculus and Analytic Geometry - Limits, differentiation, integration, methods of integration, applications,
parametric and polar equations, improper integrals. Pre: 1

3. Third &molter Calculus - Analytic geometry of 3space, infinite series, partial differentiation, multiple integrals Pre 2

EC Vectors - Algebra and calculus of vectors with applications to analysis, geometry and physics. Pre 2

1 5. Tensor Analysis - Algebra and calculus of tensors. Applications to theory of relativity, elasticity, etc. Pre: 12

L. Elementary Differential Equations - Similar to first few chapters of Ke Ils. Pre : 2
7. Intermediate Ordinary Differential Equations - Series solutions, systems treated by means of matrix theory, boundary

value iroblems and eigenfunction expansions, stability, some existence theory. Pre: 6
S. Advanced Ordinary Differential Equations - Existence theorems, linear systems, singular points of aneytie linear aya-

tems, SturmLiousille Theory, stability, asymptotic snehavior, periodic solutions, Lyapunov's method. Pre: 7
9. First Course In Partial Differential Equations - Wave equation, Laplace equation, heat equation, separation of vari.

ables, Fourier transform methods, Laplace transform methods, approximation methods. (E.g., H. F. Weinberger, A first
Course in Partial Hiffn Equations.) Pre: 6

10. Advanced Partial Differential Equations - First order equations and their characteristics for hyperbolic equations,
elliptic equations and potential theory. Existence problems and connections with functional analysis. Pre: 9

11. Numerical Solutions of Differential Equations - Convergence and stability of finite difference methods, variational meth.
ods. Pre: 12

12. Advanced Calculus - Calculus of several variables, proper and improper Riemann integrals, line and surface integrals,
1aeobians, boundary value problems by separation of variables, Fourier analysis, Laplace transforms, Bessel and ',gen-
dre's functions. Pre: 3

13. First Course in Real Variables - Analysis of the number system, limits, functions, continuity, differentiability, integra-
tion in several variables, including some elements of the theory of Stieltjes integrals, Lebeague integrals, measure I E g , W.
Rudin, Principles of Mathematical Analysis.) Pre: 3

14. Real Variables - Lebesgue theory of measure, integration, other measures. Some aspects of linear spaces (Banach, 1L1-
bert). Pre: 12

15. Functional Analysis - Banach spaces, flannel, algebras, Hilbert space, distributions, Pre: 14
16. Calculus of Variations - First variation, Euler.Lagrange equation, sufficient conditions, direct methods, constraints. con-

nection with control theory. Pre: 12
Tr Elementary Complex Variables - Elementary functions, conformal mapping, integration, residues. Pre: 3
18. Complex Variables - Analytic functions, Riemann's Mapping Theorem, uniform approximation by polynomials and ra-

tional functions, elliptic functions. Pre: 12

Survey of Modern Algebra - Fields, rings, groups, homomorphisms, isomorphisms, polynomial equations. Pre: 2
20. Group Theory - General properties of finite groups, structure of Abelian groups, Sylow theorems, group extensions, ..ie

fined by generators and relations, examples. Pre: 19, 23
21. Group Representations - The group algebra of a finite group, Wedderburn '.heoretns on associative algebras, classifica

tion of the representations of a finite grc p, induced representations, characters, explicit computations. Pre: 20
22. Lie Algebras and Lie Groupe - Classification of semisimple Lie algebras over the complex field and their irreducible repre-

sentations. The classical prws, their i algebras. representations, and characters. Analytic manifolds, analytic group,
sernisimple Lie groups. Pre: 20

23, Matrix Theory or Linear Algebra - Linear algebra and matrices over the real and complex field leading up to the
canonical forms for matrices. Pre: 2

24. Multilinear Algebra - Tensor products of vector spares, exterior algebras, tensor representations of the general linear
group. Clifford algebras and orthogonal groups, spinors. Pre: 5. 23: Elementary Probability - Combinatorial analysis. coriditional probability. independence, Laplace limit theorem. Poiaaon
distribution law of large numbers. Pre: 2
Advanced Probability - Markov chains, stochastic processes. l're: 12, 25
Applied Statistics - Statistics for each area (biostatistics, statistics for chemists, etc). '.'re 2

28. First Course in Mathematical Statistics - Some elementary probability, least squares. Analysis of variance. experimental
design, orthogonal polynomials. Pre: 2
Advanced Mathematical Statistics - Itlultivariate analysis, sequential analysis, nonparanictric inference, l'r,' ,:s

lb. Machine Computation - Programming, Bodeen Algebra, machine language. Pre, 2
31. First Course in Numerical Analysis - Finite differential calculus, roots of polynomials, polynomial approxim.itinna,

least squares, numerical quadrature, numerical methods for differential equations. Pre: 3, 6

32. Mathematical Logic - Formal characterization of logical truth and deductive inference. Construction of syndsolie systems
in axiomatic form. Pre : '2

33. Linear Programming - Simplex methods, transportation problems, parametric programming Pr,' 2.1
34. Game Theory - Von Nentnann'a Theory, problems of strategy, derision functions Pre. 2.1
35. Special Furctions - Series and integral representations. differential equations. functional equations. genera t we fur,. In,,,..

orthogonality properties for hypergeometric, Bessel. Legcridre, Laguerre, Lamina functions, ci . l're l 1'2
36. Integral Equations - Standard Theory of Volterra and Fredhohn integral equatinns Ercm,nt. ni niwl,i ..is .,n.i.ni, in iiintegral equations. Pre: 12
37. Approximation Theory - Interpelation and approaimatnin by ini,rpelation. unif,Im ..nnrnsoi.ito.n b.-..1 a;tr,,1 irr, A .:, .r,in liorrned linear 'runs. ,,r11?ngon41 pol.% nomils. 1n11,11f At 1,11.1i pr,..',. hr. l'r.. 11 .1 i
119. Analytic Mechanics - ri,..i...11 meehanics of rigid h , s 1 1 . , s 11,,,1,,,,,i, ), Ti...,,... ,, i

. i , -qualitative thc.o.s of Ilatnillonian systems. l're Id, '1i
39. Integral Transforms -- Laplace. Fourier. Henkel. .Melliti iran.f.rmc and or her. Pr. .. 12
40. Geometric Algebra __ structure ef the general linear group-. nr0,10(131 L'i .14.- ',t .,'1,-% e?,.1; ''I - IPre: 19. 23 ' er .,!
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APPENDIX D

SYMPOSIA

Symposium at the American Institute of Biological Sciences Meeting,
Columbus, Ohio, September 6, 1968

1:00 PM "What Are the Minimal Mathematics Requirements to Produce Quality
Research in Botany and Zoology?" Dr. William L. Pak, Purdue Univer-

sity, and Dr. Charles Ray, Jr., Emory University.
1:45 PM Discussion between panel members
2:00 PM Open Discussion
2:30 PM "What Mathematical Theory in Basic Mathematics Courses is of Value

to Research Specialists in Botany and Zoology?" Drs. Pak and Ray.

2:45 PM Open Discussion
3:00 PM "What Are the Minimal Mathematics Requirements to Produce Quality

Research in Ecology?" Dr. William E. Martin, Battelle Memorial Insti-
tute, and Dr. Robert V. O'Neill, Oak Ridge National Laboratory.

3:45 PM Discussion between panel members
4:00 PM Open Discussion
/1:30 PM "What Mathematical Theory in Basic Mathematics Courses is of Value to

Research Specialists in Ecology?" Drs. Martin and O'Neill.
4:4 PM Open Discussion

Symposium at the American Society for Engineering Education Meeting,
The Pennsylvania State University, June 24, 1969

1:45 PM

2:05 PM

2:25 PM

2:45 PM

2:50 PM

2:55 PM

3:00 PM

"Mathematics for the Mechanical Sciences" - R. M.
The Pennsylvania State University
"Mathematics for the Electrical Engineer" - W. H.
Hopkins University
"Mathematics for the Metallurgy Engineer" - D. J.
State University
"Mathematical Theory for the Mechanical Sciences"
The Pennsylvania State University
"Mathematical Theory for the Electrical Engineer'
Johns Hopkins University
"Mathematical Theory for the Metallurgy Engineer"
Michigan State University
Open Discussion

Symposium on Mathematics for Engineers and Chemists
Case-Western Reserve University, February 27, 1970

A. Mathematics for Engineers

"Mathematics for the Mechanical Engineer" - Dr. S. Ostrach. Case-Western
Reserve University
General Discussion
"Mathematics for the Chemical Engineer" - Dr. J. Cummings, Clove
State University
General Discussion
"Mathematics for the Electrical Engineer" - Dr. Yoh-han Pao,
Reserve University
General Discussion

9:00 AM

9:30 AM
10:00 AM

10:30 AM
11:00 AM

11:30 AM

Haythornthwaite,

Huggins, Johns

Montgomery, Michigan

- R. M. Haythornthwaite,

- W. H. Huggins,

- D. J. Montgomery,
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B. Mathematics for Chemists

1:00 PM

1:30 PM
2:00 PM

2:30 PM
3:00 PM

3:30 PM

"Mathematics for Organic Chemists" - Dr.
Reserve University
General Discussion
"Mathematics for the Inorganic Chemist"
Reserve University
General Discussion
"Mathematics for the Physical Chemist" -
State University
General Discussion

Sympc ium on Mathematics for Industry
Edinl)ro State College, May 14, 1970

A. General Session

1:00 PM

1:25 PM

1:45 PM

2:05 PM

2:25 PM

E. Nordlander, Case-Western

- Dr. F. Urbach, Case-Western

Dr. F. J. Bockhoff, Cleveland

"Mathematics for Metallurgists" - Dr. W. E. McKewan, U. S. Steel Corp.,
"Kinetics of Iron Oxide Reduction"
Mathematics for Chemical Engineers - Mr. Martin Hess, Koppers Company -
"Mathematical Models in Fluid Flow"
Mathematics for Electric Engineers - Dr. T. A. Lipo, General Electric
Company - "Systems Analysis in Electrical Engineering"
Mathematics for Mechanical Engineers - Mr. Glen Warnaka, Lord Corporation.
"Mathematics of Acoustics"
General Discussion

B. Section I - Chemistry and Chemical Engineering

3:00 PM "Mathematics for Chemical Engineers - Time Sharing"
Alexander, Jr., FMC Corporation

3:15 PM "Mathematics of Reactor Control Simulation" - Mr. W.

Chemical Company
3:30 PM "Mathematics of Data Reduction on Polymer Rheology"

Lord Corporation
3:45 PM "Mathematics of Materials Engineering," - Mr. H. R.

Electric Corporation

- Mr. Frank C.

R. Ludwig, Hughson

- Dr. J. I. Nutter,

Sheppard, Westinghouse

C. Section II - Electronics and Electrical Engineering

3:00 PM "Mathematical Computer Techniques in Electrical Engineering" - Mr. W. G.
Chambers, Westinghouse Electric Corporation

3:15 PM "Mathematics of Magnet Design" - Mr. James Floros, Eriez Magnetics
3:30 PM "Mathematics of Quality Assurance for Ceramic Capacitors" - Dr. Lowell

Savage, Erie Technological Products
3:15 PM "Mathematics of Control Systems" - Mr. Thomas Stitt, General Electric

Company
4:00 PM Open Discussion



D. Section III - Physics and Mechanical Engineering

3:00 PM "Mathematics of Sound Absorbtion in a Lined Duct" - Mr. M. W. Ferralli.
Lord Corporation

3:15 PM "Mathematics for Mechanical Engineers - Optimizationai Techniques" -
Mr. D. R. May, Lord Corporation

3:30 PM "Mathematics of Vibration Analysis" - Mr. Robert Visalli, FMC Corporation
3:45 PM "Mathematics of Stress Analysis" - Mr. D. E. Witkin, National Forge
4:00 PM Open Discussion

E. Section IV - General Topics

3:00 PM "Should Engineers Learn Tensor Analysis?" - Dr. K. L. Cheng, Lord
Corporation

3:15 PM "Mathematics of Tool Design" - Mr. R. A. Parker, Parker White Metal
Company

3:30 PM "Mathematics of Thermal Circuits" - Mr. Jacob A. Chiera, General Electric
Company

3:45 PM "Mathematics of European Engineers" - Mr. Wolf Conrad, Erie Marine
4:00 PM Open Discussion


